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FOUND: STAR AND LINEAR DUNES ON MARS. K. S. Edgett and D. G. Blumberg, 
Department of Geology, Arizona State University, Box 871404, Tempe, AZ 85287-1404. 

Summary: The first star dunes identified on Mars occur at 8.8OS, 270.9"W. Unambiguous 
examples of linear dunes occur in a crater at 59.4OS, 343OW. While rare, dune varieties which 
form in bi- and multi- directional wind regimes are not absent on Mars. The directional 
variations of winds required to create these dunes are influenced by local topographic features. 

Introduction: Linear and star dunes require bi- and multi- directional winds (respectively) 
in which to form. Linear dunes advance by elongation down wind and comprise half of all 
dune surfaces on Earth [1,2]. Star dunes cover about 5% of terrestrial dune areas and are 
typically pyramidal in shape with three or four arms radiating from a central peak [3]. Nearly 
all Martian dunes are barchan, barchanoid, transverse, or complex varieties that combine 
aspects of these dune types [4]. Such dunes generally result from unidirectional winds [5]. 
Linear and star dunes are very rare on Mars [6,7]. Incipient linear dunes formed by elongation 
of barchan horns have been observed in the Martian north polar erg [6,8], but sand seas 
composed mainly of linear dunes, as occur in Africa and Australia, do not occur on Mars [4]. 

Martian Star Dunes: The star dunes are shown in Figure 1. They are located in a valley 
created by the junction of two crater rims [7]. There are 11 distinct dunes showing various 
states of radial arm development. The dunes also have dark, whispy streaks emanating from 
them. The streaks are oriented toward the south-southeast, consistent with the present 
dominant wind direction [7]. The dark streaks might be evidence that these dunes are active 
under the present climate conditions. The dominant winds in this region flow from the north- 
northwest during southern summer [e.g., 91. The valley opens out toward the north-northwest, 
thus the valley has probably acted as a funnel, bringing both wind and sand into it. The 
topography of the valley walls provide a local influence on wind conditions, which in turn 
provides the necessary multidirectional regime needed for star dune development. 

Martian Linear Dunes: The linear dunes occur within a 70 km- diameter crater located at 
59.4OS, 343OW (Fig. 2). The crater is in the Hellespontus region, a zone of thick intracrater 
sand accumulation. The entire dune field is about 25 km long, with a second smaller dune field 
occurring to the north-northeast after an - 8 km gap (Tz). The dunes considered to be linear 
(L) occur in the middle of the main dune field. They originate in a dune mass (M) and grade 
downwind into transverse dunes (TI). The crater floor is pitted (P) upwind of the dunes, 
perhaps the result of aeolian deflation [7]. 

Discussion: The dunes in Figure 2 are similar to linear dunes in North America which we 
have examined in the field. The first example occurs among the Shifting Sand Dunes of eastern 
Christmas Valley, Oregon [7]; the second is in the Stovepipe Wells dune field of Death Valley, 
California. Four dune types, each characteristic of a different wind regime, are found at 
Stovepipe Wells: star, reversing, transverse, and linear dunes [lo]. The occunence of so many 
dune types in close proximity is attributed to local modification of the wind regime by the 
influence of the valley topography [lo]. Local trapping of sediment and channeling of winds 
through gaps or comdors in topographic barriers are probably the main contributors to the 
observed dune morphologies [7]. The settings in which the star and linear dunes in Figures 1 
and 2 occur do not resemble those of the large sand seas in Asia, Africa, and Australia [e.g., 
111. Instead, these settings are similar to those which contain the large dune forms and small 
sand seas found in North American deserts [12]. 
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Figure 1. The star dunes @). Dominant regional 
winds are indicated by arrow. Portion of ~ i k i n g  
image 755A 19. 

Figure 2. Martian linear dunes in a crater located at 
59.4"S, 343"W. Interpreted wind flows are 
indicated by arrows. Mosaic of Viking images 753B 
30 and 32. 


